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1II"AD'IllE1Ul.UMllJ'iGCAS'E AND ANMDl'IllEQlDJISIIDNIS-.u:JW' 

H&M PUSHES EXPANSION 

Despite economic downturn in SA, fashion ,retailer fucreases its local footprint with 
six new stores. Swedish clothing retailer H&M is expanding rapidly in South Africa 
it is set to open six more stores by the end of November, and is also scheduled to 
launch more outlets next year. Of the six new stores that will open their doors this 
year, three will be in Cape Town and one each in Witbank, Richards Bay and Durban. 
This will bring the total to 18 outlets across the country. 

By the end ofNovember, H&M would have opened almost 20 stores in the country 
a fast expansion from the company's first entry into South Africa in October 2015 at 
the V&A Waterfront in Cape Town. 

The extra competition posed by the entry of H&M and· Australian brand Cotton On 
into the local market at the cheaper end of the market is one of the reasons fashion 
retailer Mr Price is under pressure. Darj said that H&M' s success was due to its quick 
approach to retail, as well as the fact that it ensured that its staff members were 
energised, which, in turn, had a positive effect on customers. "In retail, you need to be 
quick:. You need to have staff in the stores that make the stores a fun environment 
the customers really feel that," he said. "We rebuild the windows and the entrance 
display every two weeks, so there is a new face to the store regularly. The customer 
has to feel like there is new stuff coming in. 

"H&M is close to the international trends, and we bring the trends to South Africa 
faster than others." The company solely focuses on retail and doesn't get involved in 
manufacturing or owning property where its stores are located. Added to this, the 
pricing ofH&M's goods was a key part of its strategy, Darj said. "Our prices are low. 
We need to be very cost conscious. We have to have high traffic," he said. 

Before H&M entered South Africa, the company scouted the country and saw that 
there was a large retail presence. Darj said that a gap H&M identified was that there 
were "very few" value retailers in the market. Local consumers responded well to the 
launch of H&M in the country as the brand was well known before it arrived here. 
"The so-called black diamonds and the middle class are especially important to us. 
They seem to be very interested in fashion; especially the men. The share of male 
customers is generally much higher here than at H&M stores elsewhere." About a 
quarter ofH&M' s South African customers are men, whereas the average is 15% to 
16% elsewhere in the world. 

H&M sources all of its clothing outside the country from factories in China, 
Bangladesh, Turkey, India and Italy. The company does not source any of the clothes 
it sells in South Africa from the local market - about 40% of the clothing it sells 
locally is made in China. "H&M, together with Nike, Gap and other big international 
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companies, wants to make sure that working conditions in the textile industry are 
good," said Datj. "We have 100 controllers who constantly visit the suppliers and 
check on the working schedules and security measures for fire hazards, and ensure 
that lighting and the working environment is good enough. They also ensure that 
unions are allowed to have a presence. This is very important to us. We are way past 
the child labour problem. " "~ 

, , 

Adapted from:http://www.fin24.com/Companies/Retail/hm-pushes-expansion-20170820-2 

QUESTIONl 

a) 	Explain why H&M is succeeding in the South African market whilst other 
retailers are struggling. (20 MARKS) 

b) It is mentioned in the article that part ofH&M success is as a result of an 
energised staff which, in turn, had a positive effect on customers. With the aid of 
the service profit chain, discuss how does this benefit the organisation? 

(20 MARKS) 
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SECTIONB 

ANSWER ANY THREE (3) QUESTIONS I'ROM THIS SECTION 
, ' 

QUESTION 2 
• 

The creation of significant brand equity involves reaching the top or pinnacle of the 
brand pyramid. Discuss the components of the brand resonance pyramid. (20 MARKS) 

QUESTION 3 

a) Explain the differences between culture, subculture, and social class. 
(10 MARKS) 

b) Describe the five stages ofthe consumer buying process? (10 MARKS) 

QUESTION 4 

Explain what relationship marketing is and then discuss how it can be ofbenefit to 
organizations. (20 MARKS) 

QUESTION 5 

Based on the service-quality "gaps" model, the researchers identified five 
determinants of service quality. Discuss the five determinants of service quality 
giving examples. (20 MARKS) 


